
 

   

Nike Media Plan 
IMC 610 Introduction to IMC 

Problem 
Nike is a global leader in athletic footwear also selling apparel and equipment, but Adidas’s push 
towards interactive media and mobile marketing was more effectively reaching their same 12 to 24 
year old target audience through Internet. Adidas had taken advantage of mobile marketing to 
directly reach young consumers and break through print, broadcast and banner clutter (Wesley, 
2005) before their competitors. Nike’s May 2008 revenues reported $18.6 billion, a $2.3 billion 
increase over the previous year, and the company owned 40 percent of the U.S. market share. 
Despite Nike’s dominant position and increased advertising budget, the company feared their 
competitor would obtain a higher market share.  

Objective 
Reduce impact of Adidas interactive media campaign by developing communications effort that will 
out-perform the competitor 
 
SWOT  

Strengths 
Leader in the athletic industry 
Spent $1.4 billion advertising budget vs. Adidas’s 
$900 million  
Control over basketball consumer audience 
Running, children’s, cross-country training and 
women’s shoes 
Pursed soccer with European events sponsorship 

Weaknesses 
Lack of initiative to develop interactive media  
No prior testing in mobile marketing  
Adidas controls soccer niche 

Opportunities 
Reduce the impact of Adidas’ mobile marketing  
Adidas and Reebok each have 16 percent market 
share 
Create brand awareness with interactive 
campaign  
Supplement with traditional media 
Break through clutter and directly reach audience 
Advertising budget larger than most competitors 
 
 

Threats 
Competitor Adidas out-reaches Nike’s  
Interactive technology fails to deliver 
Efforts do not effectively reach consumer 
Lack of new media knowledge 
Consumer acceptance of the new medium 

Media objectives 
Reach 40 percent of target audience at least 4 times a month for 4 months through a mobile, digital 
TV and Internet campaign  
Increase Nike Website hits to 80,000 and return connections via mobile phone to 55,000 
Reach 10 percent of Nike’s target audience through public relations impressions and traditional 
advertising 
Track use of interactive media and measure impressions by embedding devices to determine 
demographics/psychographics 
Increase advertising budget to $1.8 billion. 
 
Strategies 
Encourage brand awareness and develop a cohesive message that encourages interactivity 
Use traditional mediums (e.g. print, broadcast, out-of-home outlets) to drive consumers to online 
media (e.g. mobile, Website) 
Increase market share by 10 percent 
Promote Nike’s market presence in various sports (e.g. soccer, hockey, baseball, football, golf, 
volleyball, running, basketball) 
 
 
 

Tactics 
Interactive 
Mobile Opt-in notification opportunities let users receive Nike updates, promotions, limited edition 
merchandise, sweepstakes and discounts. Data collected from embedded devices (e.g. call-to-
action text) will measure impressions, demographics and psychographics. Consumers can opt-in to 
receive statistics and scores of Nike-sponsored athletes and events 

 
Second Life A virtual Nike store allows consumers to browse, purchase, and have products 
delivered to their “real life” address (Second, 2008). Visitors can design and order an athletic shoe, 
watch Nike-sponsored events, and chat. 

 
Blogs Consumers have access to participate in a blog initiated by Nike designers to discuss 
products and sport topics. 

 
Social networking Advertising on Facebook and MySpace will drive users to the Web site and Nike 
products. A Nike group will send updates for new products, Nike-sponsored events, and other 
interactive opportunities. Links will send users to adjacent social networking site, Second Life and 
mobile phones. 
 
Email Consumers can register to receive notifications with graphics and photos and links to the 
Website. Nike investors will be invited to upcoming events and receive VIP access. Discounts and 
coupons will be delivered via email to printed to redeem. 

 
Web site The Nike Website will be designed for maximum interactivity. Links to sign up for the 
mobile announcements, social networking, email, and Second Life will be prominent, as well as 
access to press, announcements, and advertising for upcoming Nike sponsored events. Consumers 
can design their own shoes or view other products, or learn more about Nike.  
 
Print 
Newspaper Press releases about Nike developing products designed to the individual’s taste. 
Regional stores that feature Nike products will be encouraged to advertise promotions. All 
advertisements will include a mobile and Web call-to-action. 
 
Magazines Full color creative advertisements with graphics that drive viewers to Nike website and 
mobile activities. 

 
Broadcast 
Digital television Multiple embedded commercials with interactive material so the viewer can pause 
the commercial and enter its Web component and include links to Website, Second Life and mobile 
opt-in prompts. 

 
Cable television Commercials will send a consistent message and encourage mobile interaction 
through call-to-actions. 
 
Out-of-home 
Sponsorship Various sporting events other than basketball will be supported by Nike. Participation 
will promote opt-in mobile notifications, and booths promote other interactive media outlets. 
 
Spectaculars Interactive spectaculars will be displayed in high volume areas (e.g. large cities, 
metropolitan areas) and sporting venues where athletes and sports fans are most likely visit. Signs 
will advertise mobile call-to-action and Web site. 
 
Media scheduling The campaign integrates interactive and traditional mediums, continuous 
scheduling is needed to accurately reach the target audience all at the same time- four times a 
month, or on a weekly basis. 
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